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php sqlite functions manual - this may have been obvious to others but i had a tough time finding the info the default
location for the actual database file is the same location of the php doc that created the database, php description of core
php ini directives manual - description of core php ini directives this list includes the core php ini directives you can set to
configure your php setup directives handled by extensions are listed and detailed at the extension documentation pages
respectively information on the session directives for example can be found at the sessions page note, pl sql static sql
oracle help center - note after pl sql code runs a dml statement the values of some variables are undefined for example
after a fetch or select statement raises an exception the values of the define variables after that statement are undefined
after a dml statement that affects zero rows the values of the out bind variables are undefined unless the dml statement is a
bulk or multiple row operation, select oracle help center - purpose use a select statement or subquery to retrieve data from
one or more tables object tables views object views or materialized views if part or all of the result of a select statement is
equivalent to an existing materialized view then oracle database may use the materialized view in place of one or more
tables specified in the select statement, 12 using sql workbench j - there are three different ways to execute a sql
command execute the selected text when you press ctrl e or select sql execute selected the currently selected text will be
send to the dbms for execution if no text is selected the complete contents of the editor will be send to the database, 5 1 7
server system variables mysql developer zone - the mysql server maintains many system variables that configure its
operation each system variable has a default value system variables can be set at server startup using options on the
command line or in an option file, plr part 1 up and running with pl r plr in postgresql - purpose of bostongis bostongis is
a testbed for gis and web mapping solutions utilizing open source freely available and or open gis technologies, xampp
installers and downloads for apache friends - about apache friends apache friends is a non profit project to promote the
apache web server and is home to the xampp project xampp is an easy to install apache distribution containing mariadb php
and perl, kerry osborne s oracle blog blog archive sql profiles - a couple of additional points outlines and sql profiles
both take the same approach to controlling execution plans they both attempt to force the optimizer down a certain path by
applying hints behind the scenes, spark sql and dataframes spark 2 3 2 documentation - global temporary view
temporary views in spark sql are session scoped and will disappear if the session that creates it terminates if you want to
have a temporary view that is shared among all sessions and keep alive until the spark application terminates you can
create a global temporary view
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